Deployment Procedures

It is important to carry the fire shelter properly. The case should be vertical if it is worn on your side or horizontal if it is worn in the small of your back under your pack. The shelter may be carried in the fire shelter pouch that is a feature of some field packs. A chest harness is available that allows persons operating machinery to carry the shelter on their chest (figure 16). Never carry your shelter inside the main body of your field pack.

If you are part of a crew, your supervisor will decide where and when to deploy fire shelters. Follow orders. If you are not in a crew or have become separated from your crew, you must rely on your own judgment.

Figure 16—The chest harness is preferred by some operators of engines and heavy equipment.
Deployment

After removing your shelter from its case (figure 17), throw your pack and any flammable objects, such as fusees or gasoline, far from the deployment area. Don’t throw them near others who are deploying their shelters.

Scrape away ground fuels if time permits. Clear an area 4 by 8 feet (larger if you have time) down to mineral soil. An area cleared of fuels minimizes flame contact with the shelter. Never deploy your shelter immediately downwind or uphill from a large concentration of fuel. The heavier the fuel loading, the larger the fuel break needs to be. Although the new shelter offers better protection from direct flame, you will be more likely to survive if flames do not contact it.

Pull either red ring on the plastic bag down to the bottom and up the other side (figure 18). Remove the shelter.
Pick your deployment site. The lowest depression on the site is best. It should be as free of fuels as possible.

Grasp the shake handles that extend from the folded shelter. The handles are marked, **RIGHT HAND** in red and **LEFT HAND** in black (figure 19). When you have the shake handles in the proper hands, the shelter will unfold with the opening toward your body. Grasping the wrong handles will not prevent you from entering the shelter, but it may slow your deployment by 1 to 2 seconds.

Shake out the shelter (figure 20).
Deployment

Lie face down so your feet are toward the oncoming flames. The hottest part of the shelter will be the side closest to the advancing fire. Keep your head and airway away from these high temperatures (figure 21).

The holddown straps on the new shelter are sewn into the floor panels. As soon as you are under your shelter, slip your arms through the straps up to your elbows (figure 22).

It is critical to be on the ground and under the shelter before the fire arrives.

The new shelter is narrower than the old shelter and will feel smaller.

Once you are on the ground, push out the top and sides of the shelter so it holds as much air as possible. The air between you and the sides of the shelter is excellent insulation. Be sure that the shelter is fully unfolded and not bunched beneath you when you deploy.

You do not want to pull your shelter against you as you would a blanket. Instead, push the shelter material away from your body so it won’t burn you. As you push the shelter material away from your body, you also leave more space for cool air.

Hold the shelter down with your feet, legs, elbows, and hands.

Keep your nose and mouth on the ground. Temperatures just a few inches off the ground are dramatically higher than those at the surface. Breathing through a dry bandanna or a shroud will help reduce the heat and smoke you inhale.

Wear gloves inside the shelter. Without them, you may burn your hands and be unable to hold down the shelter. In 1979, a firefighter in Idaho was killed after his hands were burned and he was unable to hold down his shelter.

Wear your hardhat to protect your head from burns.
If you use a face and neck shroud, pull it into place.

If you have a radio, keep it with you in the shelter so you can communicate during and after the entrapment.

**Get On the Ground**

If time runs out while you are attempting to escape, you must get on the ground before the fire arrives and finish deploying on the ground. Keep your face next to the ground as you pull the shelter over you. Death is almost certain if the fire catches you off the ground. The optimal survival zone with or without a fire shelter is within a foot of the ground. Once you are entrapped, your highest priority is to protect your lungs and airway.

(With) any change in elevation inside the shelter, there was a drastic change in the temperature. If you look at the burn injuries that I received, anything that was off the ground and certainly the things that were higher up in the shelter (were) the areas (where) I received the most significant burns.

Entrapment survivor

**Water Can Make the Difference**

It is extremely important that you stay well hydrated when fighting fire. Drink water often, during your shift and when you are off duty. If you are well hydrated, your body can sweat and cool itself more effectively. This is particularly important during an entrapment.

Do not use your water to wet your clothing or your bandanna inside the fire shelter. Wet clothing conducts heat to the skin more quickly than dry clothing, so burns are more likely. As the water on the clothing evaporates, it increases the humidity inside the shelter. Moist air will cause more damage to your airway than dry air at the same temperature.

The best way to use your water is to drink it. Take canteens into your fire shelter if you have time. Continue to sip the water to replace lost fluids.

**Sharing a Shelter**

Never plan to share a shelter unless someone is without one. The shelter is designed for one person. Sharing a shelter greatly increases your risk of injury because it reduces the amount of insulating airspace and increases the chances your body will contact hot shelter material. If you can’t avoid getting into someone else’s shelter, yell at them so they know you are coming in. Always enter from the side away from the flames or hot air, so you don’t expose the occupant to the full force of the wind and heat. Your head should be by the other occupant’s head.

**Group Deployment**

If you are with a group, deploy your shelters close together. Adjacent shelters can provide added protection from radiant heat. In addition, it will be easier to communicate when the shelters are close together. Optimal shelter placement depends on the conditions. Select the best deployment sites available.
**Keep These Items Out of Your Fire Shelter**

Some flammable items, such as fusees and gasoline, should not be taken into the shelter. Throw them as far away as possible when you deploy your shelter. Fusees burn at temperatures approaching 3,000 °F. The temperatures inside the shelter would rise quickly to fatal levels. You should also keep tools, such as pulaskis and shovels, away from the shelter so they do not cut the shelter material.

Throw your pack far away from the shelter. The pack may contain dangerous items, such as fusees.

**Do Not Delay Deployment**

If you are entrapped, do not delay your deployment—prepare for the worst.

If you have extra time, but cannot escape to a safety zone, use the time to increase your chances for survival. Make sure that:

- Everyone’s shelter is out and ready.

- Everyone is wearing appropriate personal protective equipment including gloves, hardhat, flame-resistant clothing, boots, and if available, face and neck shrouds. If anyone lacks equipment, survey the crew for extra equipment.

- Everyone knows where to deploy. Use the extra time to clear deployment sites to mineral soil or to remove fuels near the deployment area.
During an Entrapment

This was like a nuclear blast occurring right over you and you're lying in tinfoil.

Entrapment survivor

Once you are in your shelter, you must focus on two things: staying on the ground in the shelter no matter what, and protecting your lungs and airway by keeping your mouth as close to the ground as possible. No matter how bad it gets inside the shelter, it will be much worse outside. If you panic and leave the shelter, one breath of hot gases can cause you to suffocate. Turbulence can lift a shelter's edge, letting in hot gases. Fires can generate winds of 50 miles per hour or more, so you must hold the shelter down firmly.

One of the other firefighters began to pray out loud, and it had almost a soothing effect at that point, listening to him do that.

Entrapment survivor

When the first fire front came across us, I would estimate that the winds were probably in excess of 70 miles per hour. The sense of power that you had around you, that energy release that we had around us was just absolutely incredible. It was a very humbling experience. I mean you felt very small and very insignificant at that point.

Entrapment survivor

Moving Your Shelter

You may want to move your shelter when the flame front changes position or to be closer to someone in trouble. With your arms in the hold-down straps, move by crawling on your belly, keeping the shelter edges close to the ground. When the shelter is not firmly on the ground, your lungs will be vulnerable to hot gases. Try not to breathe until your face is against the ground. If you are wearing a shroud, keep the front of the shroud fastened to protect you if heat enters the shelter.

Moving is risky. It may expose your airway and lungs to hot flames and gases. It may allow the shelter to fill with smoke. There's a chance of losing your shelter in high winds because it's hard to hang onto it when you're moving. You can do little to help another person during the peak of an entrapment. Do not move unless it is absolutely necessary.

Conditions Inside the Shelter

In a prolonged entrapment or when flames contact the shelter, temperatures inside can rise to uncomfortable, even dangerous, levels. Your best chance for survival is to stay calm and breathe the layer of fresh air found at ground level. Take short, shallow breaths.

The new fire shelter has fewer pinholes than the old shelter. Even so, firelight passing through pinholes may appear to be hot coals or embers on your clothing. These openings do not reduce your protection. No matter how big a hole or tear your shelter may have, you are better off inside the shelter.

In longer entrapments, or when flames contact the shelter, the shelter material can be hot enough to burn you. This is why you should be wearing a hardhat, flame-resistant clothing, and gloves. Use your
gloves to push the shelter material away from your body, maintaining a protective air gap. Shelter material is most likely to contact your feet, buttocks, head, elbows, and hands. It is best to gently shift the points of contact, especially around your feet and elbows, because prolonged contact will cause burns.

If flames contact the shelter, the outer fabric heats up rapidly. The adhesive may start to break down allowing the foil on the outside of the shelter to peel away and reducing the shelter’s effectiveness. The inner layer of foil prevents gases produced by adhesive from getting inside the shelter. Stay in your shelter with your nose pressed to the ground. Your flame-resistant clothing will provide some protection.

When the flame front hit, the shelter was unbearable. I cannot put in words what it was like. It was just totally unbearable. The only reason I didn’t get up and get out was because I had enough sense to realize it was a lot worse on the outside.

Entrapment survivor

We need to emphasize that to people, that they may receive injuries, but their greatest hope is staying inside that shelter and protecting themselves, no matter what they hear, no matter what they see or feel, that they have to make just an absolute commitment to staying with that shelter if they want to go home.

Entrapment survivor

You do feel very isolated in there, and if you hear anything at all, the things you hear you don’t want to hear, you wish you’d never heard. And so it’s dark inside the shelter, when the shelter’s down. It’s dark and you’re isolated and you’re alone and, you know, you’ve got those voices out there for a few seconds, and when that flame front hits, those go away. You’re by yourself all of a sudden.

Entrapment survivor
It was extremely painful. Things that were going through my head were, “I’m going to die, this is going to kill me.” Afterwards, I remember thinking that because my legs were burned on the back of both calves and the backs of my thighs and it was so painful and it had gone on for such a long period of time that they were probably going to have to amputate my legs.

You believe that you’re being burned to death or that you’re being burned to the point that you’d never be able to use those limbs again, when in fact [my injuries] were deep third degree burns. But I ended up being able to fully recover and not have any really serious disability.

[We need to] make sure that people know what they might encounter, what it might be like, what they might hear and see around them, and to know above all else that if you get up, you die.

I think people need to know that you’re going to think you’re dying lying there on the ground, but in fact it’s probably not as bad as you really think it is, and as long as you can protect your respiratory tract, you’re probably going to walk away from this. People have to know that up front, going into this, or they’re just going to be surprised by it when they get in there and they start feeling these things and they go, “Oh, my God, I’m dying. What do I do now?” You have to condition them to know what the response to that should be, “Oh, my God, I’m dying. Well, they told me I would. And, so I need to stay here.”

Entrapment survivor
I think for a period of probably 3 to 5 minutes I was absolutely sure that this was it, that I was going to die in this, that I would not survive this. There was no question in my mind. It was just a matter of when.... [Then] I started to think about my family and I remember thinking I need to do everything that I possibly can to go home and see them. And so that—that really is what kept me in the shelter.

Entrapment survivor

When to Leave the Shelter

There is no fixed time to stay under your shelter. Don’t move until the flame front has passed. A drop in noise, wind, and heat, and a change in the color of light passing through the shelter are tipoffs that it’s safe to leave the shelter. Stay put until temperatures have cooled significantly or a supervisor tells you it’s safe to come out. Leaving a shelter too soon can expose your lungs to superheated air or dense smoke. Typical entrapments have lasted from 10 to longer than 90 minutes. Entrapments don’t last as long in light, flashy fuels as they do in dense, heavy fuels. Firefighters have died when they came out of their shelters too soon. Stay inside a little longer if you have any doubt about leaving the shelter.

When you leave your shelter, make sure that your supervisor knows the deployment occurred. Leave your shelter and other equipment in place if you can do so safely. A great deal can be learned from reviewing the circumstances of entrapments and the performance of protective equipment. Learning all we can from each shelter deployment can help us improve procedures and equipment for all firefighters.
Seconds are critical. Repeated hands-on training in shelter deployment is an essential part of fire shelter training. Firefighters have died when they were unable to deploy their shelters in time. Each year, every firefighter should practice fire shelter drills repeatedly. Drill until each step, from dropping your gear to deploying your shelter, can be done automatically. Practice should allow you to deploy the new shelter in 15 to 20 seconds.

Firefighters who have been through entrapments have reported that deploying the shelter had a calming effect—they were doing something they had been trained to do. The more you practice using your shelter, the more likely you are to react correctly in an emergency.

Train as though survival is at stake.

3. Deploy your shelter while lying on the ground.

If a fire approaches before you are fully deployed, your most important action is to get flat on the ground. Practice deploying your shelter from the ground by opening the shelter and pulling it over you.

4. Drop your gear and remove your shelter while escaping.

When speed is essential for escape, drop your gear and run with just your fire shelter and your tool. You are more likely to remember these steps when stress and fear set in during an escape if you practice them each year.

You can strip off the shelter’s plastic bag as you are escaping. A partially unfolded shelter can be used as a heat shield and can be fully deployed in a matter of seconds. Be careful not to catch the shelter on brush or rocks.

5. Deploy your shelter in a strong wind.

Because fires are accompanied by high winds and turbulence, it is important to practice in these conditions. Some people find it easier to deploy from the ground in strong winds. Try a variety of deployment techniques to find one that works for you. Always remove your pack at the earliest stage of deployment—it is extremely difficult to deploy a fire shelter in the wind while you are wearing a pack.

While windstorms provide the most realistic training, you can get a good feel for wind deployments by using one or more strong fans, such as the positive ventilation fans used by fire departments.

Training Scenarios

Each individual should practice deploying the fire shelter under the following six scenarios. It is best to train in realistic field conditions. Remember, always train wearing gloves, a hardhat, a full pack, and if you have one, a face and neck shroud.

1. Standard deployment, clearing a 4- by 8-foot site.

Practice a standard deployment, first clearing a 4- by 8-foot site to mineral soil. Practice preparing the site so you can do so quickly. Some firefighters have found that the best way to deploy the new shelter is to step in, sit down, and roll over (figure 23).

2. Proper use of shake handles.

The handles that extend from the end of the folded shelter allow the shelter to be unfolded quickly. When you grasp the handles correctly, the shelter’s opening will be toward your body, allowing you to get inside quickly. Practice looking at the shake handles and grasping them with the correct hands before shaking.

It was obvious that [the firefighters] had [trained] and that they were comfortable with the task, and it seemed to sort of calm everybody down.

Entrapment survivor

I didn’t say, “Start talking to each other,” because I was thinking “Well, I need to calm these people down.” I was thinking that because I was trained to do that. I had been told that in the training, “Once you’re in the shelters, begin to talk to each other immediately.”

Supervisor and entrapment survivor

Lie in your shelter and picture yourself in an actual entrapment situation. Fear of confined spaces and the dark, combined with extreme heat, turbulence, and noise, can cause you to panic. Imagine the sounds, heat, and fear. Imagine steeling yourself to pain and staying in your shelter no matter what. Some firefighters have suffered claustrophobia while inside their shelters. Spend enough time inside a shelter to find out whether you're claustrophobic. If you are, gradually increase the time you spend inside a shelter to help you adapt.

**Practice Fire Shelters**

The new generation practice fire shelters are made from green plastic and can be reused many times. The practice shelter's carrying case is orange. *Never* mix practice and real fire shelter components. If you did, someone could carry a practice shelter to the fireline. This is another reason to inspect your fire shelter when you first receive it.
Realistic Training Is Best

Training should not be done [under] controlled circumstances. Catch [firefighters] when they're tired; catch them when they are off guard; it may be more similar to what it's like in the real world.

Supervisor and entrapment survivor

The best training locations are in the field where different deployment site selections can be discussed. Practice evaluating possible deployment sites when out on the fireline so you can recognize deployment sites quickly, even when you are under stress. Remember, deployment requires removing your pack, clearing a site, removing your shelter, getting inside the shelter, and deploying on the ground.

Never Train in Live Fire

For more realism in training, some crews have occupied shelters near burning brush piles. This is unacceptable. Such training is extremely dangerous and risks firefighters’ lives. NEVER use live fire for fire shelter training.

Visualization

In addition to hands-on training, visualize yourself practicing the deployment scenarios. Think of visualization as a dress rehearsal. It is a form of practice that allows you to experience events before they happen. Images have a powerful effect on us. The mind treats an imagined entrapment as if it were real. If you ever do have to drop your pack and deploy your shelter, visualization makes it more likely that you’ll react correctly, quickly, and without panic. Visualization should be used only to supplement—never to replace—hands-on training.

Picture yourself in different entrapment situations. Think your way through the entrapments and imagine yourself reacting correctly to each situation. The most important actions to visualize are:

- Dropping your pack and tools to escape more quickly
- Dropping dangerous items like fusees and gasoline
- Dropping to the ground before the fire arrives
- Getting under your shelter
- Staying completely under your shelter even if you are being burned or the shelter starts to fail
- Protecting your airways and lungs by remaining prone, with your face to the ground
Inspection and Care

Inspection

The shelter has an indefinite shelf life because its materials do not degrade in normal storage at the fire cache. Nevertheless, all shelters should be inspected when they are issued and every 14 days during the fire season. Only serviceable fire shelters should be taken to the fireline. Don’t assume that a new carrying case contains a new shelter. Shelters with the oldest manufacture dates should be issued first.

Inspect the carrying case, liner, plastic bag, and shelter (figure 24). Do not open the plastic bag. All opened shelters should be removed from service.

Check the plastic bag to ensure that the quick-opening strip is unbroken and the two red pull rings are intact.

If any item is broken, remove the shelter from service.

Abrasion is the most common damage to a fire shelter. Abrasion can be spotted through the plastic bag. Typically, the aluminum foil is rubbed from the fiberglass cloth on the outer surface or the outside edges of the shelter. Remove the shelter from service if you see extensive edge abrasion, if aluminum particles have turned the clear plastic bag dark gray or black, or if the bottom of the bag has debris. All of these problems are signs of serious abrasion. Look for tears along the folded edges. Remove shelters from service when tears are longer than 1/4 inch.

Shelters that have been removed from service make excellent training aids, but should be clearly marked “For Training Only” so they do not reach the fireline.

Care of the Fire Shelter

Firefighting is rough on equipment, so the fire shelter is expected to have a limited service life. A little care can extend that life—even on the fireline.

The shelter is an important piece of protective equipment. Treat it accordingly:

- Always keep the shelter in its hard plastic liner.
- Avoid rough handling. Do not lean against objects when you are wearing the shelter. Do not use the shelter as a pillow.
- Don’t load heavy objects on top of the shelter.
- Keep your shelter away from sharp objects that may puncture it.

Figure 24—Inspect your shelter regularly.
Conclusions

As a firefighter, your highest priority is to stay out of situations that can lead to entrapment. You must take responsibility for your own safety. You have an obligation to speak up if you see something that is wrong, and you have the right to be heard without criticism. Remember, the fire shelter does not guarantee your safety. It is a last resort.

Take your training seriously. Practice deploying your shelter until deployment is, in the words of one entrapment survivor, “like tying your shoe.” Think of training as life insurance—insurance that if the unthinkable ever occurs, you will have every possible chance to survive.

Feedback

We will continue to improve the fire shelter and the fire shelter training aids. Ideas for improvements come primarily from you, the users. Please send your ideas for improvements to us.

Send comments and suggestions to:

Leslie Anderson
Missoula Technology & Development Center
5785 Hwy. 10 West
Missoula, MT 59808-9361

Phone: 406–329–3900
Email: landerson@fs.fed.us
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An improved fire shelter—an emergency tent made of reflective material—is now available for wildland firefighters. The heavily illustrated report describes how firefighters should use their new fire shelter when they are entrapped by fire. The report includes information on training, techniques to prevent entrapments, and steps to take in case of an entrapment. In addition, it contains information on the care and inspection of fire shelters.
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